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Abstract 
Sancho, J.B. and M.T. Sancho, Dimension of distributive lattices and universal spaces, Topology 
and its Applications 42 (1991) 25-36 
We prove the existence of universal spaces for the Krull dimension. To prove it, we must 
characterize when a continuous map between finite spaces factors through a finite space of 
dimension s n. Moreover, we deduce some consequences for the (Krull) dimension of distributive 
lattices. 
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Introduction 
The dimension of an afine a! ebr~ic variety V is defined to be the KM1 dimension 
of the ring of all algebraic fu ions on K The dimension of a topological space 
can be defined in a very similar manner, using suitable lattices of closed subsets 
instead of rings of functions. This notion of dimension was stated first by Vinokurov 
[ 1 l] and independently by other authors ([2] and [4]). It is the only known dimension 
function, defined for arbitrary topological spaces, with the following properties: It 
coincides with the standard imensions (cover and ind) for separable metric spaces, 
it coincides with Grothendieck’s combinatorial dimension for noetherian spaces 
(which are common in algebraic geometry), it is monotone (dim Y s dim X when 
Y is a subspace of X) and dim(X x Y) s dim X + dim Y (see [2 
This dimension function for topological spaces will be named ull dimension. 
Other names in the literature are lattice [ 1. l], arithmetical [2] or graduated [
dimensions. 
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In this paper, we obtain the existence of universal spaces for this dimension: 
There exists an n-dimensional topological space‘ X,, of weight w such that any 
n-dimensional space of weight w is homeomorphic to a subspa.ce of Xx,,. The key 
point is a factorization theorem for finite spaces. This theorem characterizes when 
a continuous map between finite T,-spaces factors through a finite space of height 
Sn. 
Several consequences are deduced for the dimension of distributive lattices. In 
particular we give a simple proof of the following basic result (essentially due to 
Isbell): any n-dimensional distributive lattice is a directed union of finite n- 
dimensional distributive lattices. We also prove that any infinite product of n- 
dimensional distributive lattices has dimension n. 
Finally we construct universal distributive lattices of dimension n whose spectra 
are universal spacss. We also obtain the existence of universal spaces for compact 
Hausdorfl spaces. 
In this paper, all topological spaces are assumed to be To. 
1. Preliminaries 
Definition 1.1. Any set A with two binary composition laws (addition and product) 
is said to be a distributive lattice (or just a lattice, since we shall never consider 
nondistributive lattices) if it is a commutative semi-group under both operations, 
the product is distributive over the addition and for any a E A we have 
a-0=0, u*=a, u+l=l. 
We prefer the algebraic notation + and l instead of the usual symbols A and v 
because we shall use ring-theoretic ideas. The partial order on a lattice is defined 
by: usbau+b=uHu-b=b. 
A subset B of a lattice A is said to be a sublattice when it is closed under both 
composition laws and 0, 1 belong to B. 
A map f: A-B between two lattices is said to be a lattice morphism if it preserves 
both operations and f(0) = 0, f( 1) = 1. 
Example. The lattice we have in mind is the lattice A(X) of all closed sets in a 
topological space X, where the addition and the product are the intersection and 
the union respectively, so that we have 0 = X and 1 = 0. 
A continuous map f: X ---) Y defines a lattice morphism f’: A( Y) + A(X) by 
setting f ‘(a) = f -‘(a). 
Definition 1.2. A nonempty subset I of a lattice A is said to be an ideal if it satisfies 
the following conditions 
(i) u, 6 E I implies u -+ 6 E I. 
(iij Q* I z I for any a E A. 
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An ideal p # A is said to be prime when it satisfies 
abep implies a EP or bEp. 
Tke spectrum of a lattice A is the topological space Spec A of all prime ideals of 
A, where the topology on Spec A is defined by taking as closed subsets those of the 
form 
( I)o = (p E Spec A: I G p} 
where I is an ideal of A. For any a E A we put (a), = (aA),, so that we have 
U)o= n (a),. 
aE.l 
Note that this topology defines a partial order on Spec A: 
p s q e g belongs to the closure of q H q s p. 
Any lattice morphism f: A --) B induces a continuous map 
f*: Spec B --* Spec A, f”(p) =f-l(p). 
We will use the following elementary proposition: 
Proposition 1.3 (see [8, I.4 and IS]). (i) Ifq : A ---, B is an injective lattice morphism, 
then the map q* : Spec B ---) Spec A is subjective. 
(ii) If q : A ---* B is an epimorphism, then the map q* : Spec B + Spec A is a homeo- 
morphism from Spec B onto its image. 
(iii) Spec(@ Ai) =hn(Spec Ai). 
Example 1.4. If C is a closed set in a topological space X and we consider the 
lattice epimorphism q : A(X) --) A(C) defined by setting q( Y) = Y n C, it is easy 
to check that q* defines a bijective order-preserving correspondence between prime 
ideals of A(C) and prime ideals of A(X) containing C. 
Analogously, if U =X - C and we consider the morphism q: A(X) + A(U) 
Q&xx3 by setting q( Y) = Y n W, it is easy to check that q* defines a bijective 
order-preserving correspondence between prime i;lzo,als of A(U) and prime ideals 
of A(X) not containing C. 
Definition 1.5. If X is a partially ordered set, then we define the height of X to be 
the supremum of the lengths of all chains in X. The Krull dimension of a distributive 
lattice A is the height of Spec A: the supremum of all integers n such that there 
exists a chain p. c p1 c l l l r- pn of prime ideals in A. We denote it by dim A and it 
may be infinite. 
Lattices of dimension 0 are just Boolean algebras (see [2] or [ 111). 
.6. Let X be a topological space. A sublattice of A(X) is said to be 
a basis for X if any closed set in is a? intersection (possibly infinite) of elements 
of B. 
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.7. Let B a basis for a topological space X and let x E X. It is clear that the ideal 
px of all elements of B containing x is prime, so we get a map 
j:X + Spec B, j(x) = p.V. 
Proposition. The map j is a horneomorphism from X onto a subspace of Spec B. 
proof. Since X is a T&pace, j is injective. From definition, we have j-‘( b)O = b for 
any b E B and therefore j-‘( Z)O = j-’ &, (b)o=r)bEI b for any ideal Z of B. This 
implies that j is continuous. 
Now, let c be a closed subset of X and let Z be the ideal of all elements of B 
containing c. Then j- ‘( Z)O = nbE, b = c. Therefore j is a homeomorphism from X 
onto its image. Cl 
Let A be a distributive lattice. By the Stone’s representation theorem, the morphism 
i : A ---* A(Spec A), i(a) = (a),, defines an isomorphism from A into a basis for 
Spec A. For finite lattices, the representation theorem may be stated as follows 
Representation theorem for finite lattices (15, II, 3.4; 8, III, 3.11). (1) IFhe natural 
map j: X ---* Spec A(X), j(x) = px, is a homeomorphism for any finite TO-space X. 
(2) 7&e natural map i: A + A(Spec A), i(a) = (a),,, is an isomorphism for any 
finite distributive lattice A. 
Hence, the category of finite distributive lattices is dual to the category of Jinite 
TO-spaces. 
The above statement suffices for our purpose, but Stone’s theorem is more general. 
It states the existence of a duality between distributive lattices and coherent (or 
spectral) spaces. This duality is closely related to what is commonly called Priestley 
duality [6,7]. 
Definition 1.8. The KnrU dimension of a topological space X is the minimum of the 
dimension of all its bases. We denote it by dim X and it may be infinite. 
Proposition 1.9. (i) Zf Y is a subspace of X, then dim Y s dim X. 
(ii) dim(X@ Y) = Max{dim X, dim Y}. 
(iii) dim( X x Y) < dim X + dim Y. 
(iv) dim(Spec A) = height(Spec A) = dim A for any distributive lattice A. 
The proof of Proposition 1.9 is elementary (see [2] or [ 81). 
2. Factorization theorem for finite spaces 
Any finite TO-space has a canonical partial order on it: 
x 5 y e x belongs to the closu% of y 
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and, conversely, any partial order on a finite set defines a topology on it by letting 
all hereditary subsets (i.e., subsets C such that x s y E C implies x E C) be the closed 
sets. Since closed sets in a finite space are just unions of closures of points, we have 
that any T&topology on a finite set X is defined by a unique partial order on X. 
Moreover, a map between finite TO-spaces i continuous if and only if it is order 
preserving. Hence, the category of finite partially ordered sets and order-preserving 
maps is isomorphic to the category of finite spaces. 
Lemma 2.1. dim X = dim A(X) = height X for any finite space X. 
Proof. dim X = dim A(X) because A(X) is the only basis for X when X is finite. 
By the Stone’s representation theorem we have X = Spec A(X) hence dim A(X) = 
height( Spec A(X)) = height X. Cl 
Lemma 2.2. The inverse limit of any inverse system of nonemptyJinite sets is not empty. 
Proof. Let S = @J 4. If we consider on each set 3$ the discrete topology, then all 
transition maps are continuous and we have 
s = & & = lm(Spec A($)) = Spec(& A(Q) 
so that the prime ideal theorem shows that S is not empty. q 
Lemma 2.3. Let (Xi, _$i} be an inverse system offinite spaces and let n be the height 
of X = & Xi- Then for each index i there exists an index j such that the mapA, : Xj + Xi 
is noninjective on every chain of length n + 1 in Xi. 
Proof. Fix an index i. For each index J - ‘> i, take the set S’ to bz the union of all 
chains of length n + 1 in Xj such that Ji is injective on it. It is clear that (Sj} is an 
inverse system of finite sets such that each element of &_ Sj defines a chain in X of 
length n -i- 1. Since the height of 1X is n by hypothesis, we get that !m $ is empty 
and, ty Lemma 2.2, we may conclude that Sj is empty for some index j. 0 
Factorization theorem for finite spaces. Let f: X + Y be a continuous map between 
finite spaces. Then f factors through a Jinite space of dimension s n if and only if there 
is no chain in X of length n -I- 1 such that f is injective on it. 
Prwf. If f factors ttr n*loh a finite space of dimension n, then it is clear that f is _ _ ,r_,, 
noninjective on any chain of length n + 1 in X. Now, we shall prove the converse. 
For each point x E X we define d(x) to be the supremum of the lengths of all 
sequences f (x,) <f (x2) < l l l <f (x,), where x, < x2 c . l l < xr is a chain in the closure 
of x. We define on X the following equivalence relation R 
xR y if and only if f(x) =f(y) a 
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Let 2 be the quotient set X/R and let us consider on 
by the following relation 
[x] c [y] if and only if x’s y’ for some 
2 the partial order generated 
X’E 1x39 Y’E Eyl 
(remark that this relation really generates a partial order because [x] s [y] implies 
d(x) < d(y)). This partial order defines a topology on Z such that the canonical 
surjection T : X + 2 is continuous because it is order preserving. 
On the other hand, by the definition of R we have f(x) =f(y) whenever x w y, 
~0 that $ factors through T: f = ha 7~. Since h is order preserving, we get that h is 
continuous. 
Finally we prove that dim 2 s n. Since d(x)< d(y) whenever [x]<[y], it is 
obvious that dim 2 is bounded by the maximum value of d(x). Now, by hypothesis, 
we have d(x)sn for any XEX. Cl 
3. Consequences for the dimension of lattices 
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a distributive lattice of dimension . Then any jnite sublattice 
of A is contained in a finite sublattice of dimension G n. 
Proof. Let B be a finite sublattice of A and let {Ai} be the direct system of all finite 
sublattices containing B. Then we have A =lr~ Ai and, by Proposition 1.3, we get 
Spec A =&(Spec Ai). Since height(Spec A) is the dimension of A, Lemma 2.3 
implies the existence of an index i such that the epimorphism 
f: Spec Aj + Spec B 
is noninjective on every chain of length n + 1 in Spec Aj. By the factorization theorem 
$ factors till-ough a finite space 2 of dimension s n: 
Spec Aj G 2 -!!I+ Spec B. 
Therefore the inclusion B - Aj factors in the following way 
B = A(Spec B) -C A(Z) -Z A(Spec Aj) = Ai 
and we conclude because dim A(Z) = dim 2 G n. 0 
Theorem 3.2 (Isbell [4]). Any n-dimensional distributive lattice is a directed union of 
finite distributive lattices of dimension sn. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1. lo 
Note. Theorem 3.2 is essentially contained in a result of Isbell [4,2.6]. In this paper, 
Isbell defined the graduated imension of a ?&pace to be the minimum n such 
that some basis for X is a directed union of finite n-dimensional sublattices. 
Therefore, Theorem 3.2 implies the equivalence between the graduated and the 
Kruli dimensions. 
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Corollary. Any topological space of dimension n is a subspace of an inverse limit of 
finite spaces of dimension s n. 
Proof. Let B be a basis of dimension n for a topological space X. By Lemma 3.1, 
we have B = lx~ Bi, where { Bi} is a directed system of finite lattices of dimension 
G n and, by 1.7, X is a subspace of Spec B = &( Spec Bi). We may conclude because 
Spec Bi is a finite space of dimension sn for any index i. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a distributive lattice of dimension n. Then any infinite subiat;ice 
of A is contained in a sublattice of the same cardinality and dimension =~n. 
Proof. Let { Bi} be the system of all finite sublattices of an infinite sublattice B c_ A. 
For each Bi we may choose a finite sublattice Ai E A of dimension in containing 
Bi (see Lemma 3.1). Proceeding by induction on the order of Bi, we may assume 
that Ai contains Aj whenever Bi contains Bj. Then U Ai is the desired sublattice 
of A. Cl 
Factorization theorem 3.4. Let f : A 4 B be a lattice morphism. Xhen there exists a 
sublattice C of- I3 satisfying th< J%Zx*ing conditions: 
(1) C contains the image off and dim C G dim B. 
(2) If A is finite, then so is C. If A is infinite, then card C s card A. 
Proof. Apply Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 to the image of J: Cl 
Theorem 3.5. Let A = n Ai where each factor Ai is a distributive lattice of dimension 
sn. Then dim Asn. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n, since the statement is clear when n = 0, 
~XCXIUS~ any direct product of Boolean algebras is also B Boolean algebra. 
Wkn r~ 2 1, we may assume thai each lattice Ai is finite because of Theorem 3.2, 
SO that each factor Ai is the lattice of all closed sets in the finite space Xi = Spec Ai. 
Moreover, A is the lattice of all closed sets in X = @ Xi. Let Ci be the set of all 
closed points in Xi and let Ui = X - Ci. It is obvious that height Ci =O and 
height Ui G n - 1, SO that dim A( Ci) = 0 and dim A( Ui) d n - 1. 
If C = @ Ci and U = @ Ui, then we have (see Example 1.4): 
(1) There is a bijective order-preserving correspondence between prime ideals of 
A containing C and prime ideals of A(C). Since 0 = dim(n (Gl)=dim A(C)9 we 
conclude that any prime ideal of A containing C is a maximal ideal. 
(2) There is a bijective order-preservi orrespondence between prime ideals of’ 
A not containing C and prime ideals o (U) and, by the induction hypothesis, 
we have dim A(U) = dim(n A( 
0th facts together i cl 
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Corollary. For any family {Xi} of topological spaces, we have 
dim@ Xi) = Sup{dim Xi}. 
Proof. Let fli be a basis for Xi such that dim Bi = dim Xi. Since B = fl Bj is a basis 
fol; @ Xi, we have dim@ Xi) G dim B. Hence, dim@ X,)C Sup{dim Xi} by 
Theorem 3.5. On the other hand, we have dim Xi s dim@ Xi) because of Proposition 
1.9.(i). Cl 
4. Universal spaces 
From now on, w will denote a given infinite cardinal number and n will denote, 
as before, a given nonnegative integer number. 
Theorem 4.1. 77rere xists a distributive lattice A,, of cardinality w and dimension n 
such that for any lattice A of cardinality s w and dimension bn there exists an 
epimorphism A,, ---, A. 
Proof. Let FW be the free lattice based on w generators, i.e., FW = 8, F where F is 
the lattice (0, 1, a}. It is clear that card FW = w. 
Let {Ai} be the set of all lattices (up to isomorphism) of cardinality s w and 
dimension G n. Since card Ai s w, there is an epimorphism A : FW + Ai for each 
index i. These morphisms induce a morphism f: FW + n Ai* By Theorem 3.5 and 
the Factorization theorem 3.4, f factors through a lattice A,, of cardinality 4 w 
and dimension in. For each index i we have the following commutative diagram 
where hi is surjective because so is A. q 
Definition 4.2. The weight of a topological space X is the minimum of the car- 
dinalities of all bases for X. 
Lemma 4.3. Any n-dimensional topological space X of weight w has an n-dimensional 
basis of cardinality w. 
roof. Let B be an n-dimensional basis for X. By Lemma 3.3, it is enough to show 
that B contains a basis of cardinality w. Let B be a basis for X of cardinality w. 
For each pair 6 E bT, of elements of B we choose, if p 
that it satisfies 6 G cq s 4; Let C be the s&lattice of 
sible, an element cij E B such 
generated by these elements 
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cU. It is obvious that card C = w and we shall prove that C is a basis for X. Since 
B and B are bases for X, given a E A(X) there exists elements 
b7,EB such that Q =n 6, 
b, E B such that 6 = n b,j, 
i 
Lei cUk E C be the element corresponding to the pair Ei E KOk (it exists because 
we have 6 C !Q C Gjk). Then 
hence Q = f7i.j.k cijk and we conclude that C is a basis for X. Cl 
Theorem 4.4 (Existence of universal spaces). There exists an n-dimensional topoZogicuZ 
space xv,, of weight w such that any topological space of weight s w and dimension 
G n is homeomorphic to a subspace of X,, . 
Proof. We take X,, = Spec A,,,,, where A,, is the universal attice constructed in 
Theorem 4.1. Then X,, has the required property: Let X be a topological space 
of weight G w and dimensionsri. By Lemma 4.3, there exists a basis for X of 
cardinality G w and dimension G n. By Theorem 4.1, there exists a surjective morph- 
ism A,, + B. Hence, by Proposition 1.3(ii), Spec B is a subspace of Spec A,, = X,, 
and we may conclude because X is a subspace of Spec B by 1.7. III 
Note. The proofs of Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 remain valid when the topological 
space _x is replaced by a locale, so that this space X,, is also universal for locales: 
any locale of weight 6 w and dimension g n is isomorphic to a sublocale of X,,. 
5. Universal spaces for compact Haus aces 
Definition 5.1. We shall say that a distributive lattice A is normal if for any pair 
b, , b2 E A such that 6, + b2 = 1, there exist a,, a2 E A satisfying 
a1 + b, = 1, a2+bL= 1, 41a2 =O. (*) 
les. (a) Let X be a ausdorff topological space. 
only if A(X) is a normal lattice. 
(b) Every basis for a co ace is 2% nor 
is normal if and 
attice. 
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Lemma 5.2. Let A be a normal n-dimensional lattice. Tnen each sublattice ofcardinality 
w is contained in a normal sublattice of cardinality w and dimension in. 
Proof. Let E be a sublattice of A of cardinality w. For each pair b, , b2 E B such 
that b, + b2 = 1, we may choose two elements aI, a2 E A satisfying (*). By Lemma 
3.3 there exists a sublattice B, of dimension in and cardinality w containing the 
choosen pairs and B. We define inductively Bm+, = (B,,, ) 1 . Then u,,, & is a normal 
sublattice with the required properties. Cl 
Definition 5.3. The maximal spectrum of a lattice A is the subspace Spec, A of 
Spec A of all maximal ideals of A. 
We shall use some well-known results that we summarize in the following 
Proposition 5.4. (a) If A is a normal lattice, then Spec, A is a compact Hausdor- 
space (see [S, II.3.63). 
(b) If K is a compact Hausdorff space and B is a basis for K, then the natural map 
j: K + Spec B is a homeomorphism from K onto Spec, B (see [8,11.1.9]). 
(c) If A is a normal lattice, then each prime ideal of A i.- contained in a unique 
maximal ideal. The map r : Spec A + Spec, A defined by letting r(p) be the unique 
maximal ideal containing p, is a continuous retraction of the natural inclusion 
Spec, A --, Spec A (see [IO] or [S, 11.3.71). 
Lemma 5.5. Let B be a normal lattice and let f: B + A be a lattice morphism with 
the following property: 
For each pair a 1, a2 E A such that a, + a2 = 1, there exists a pair 
b,, b2E Bsuch that b,+b,=l, f(b,)=a,, f(b2)=a2. (**) 
Then the composition map Spec, A ft Spec B G Spec, B is injective. 
Proof. Let ml, m2 be two different maximal ideals of A. Since ml + m2 = A: there 
exists elements a, E ml, a2 E m2 such that a, + a2 = 1. Choose b, , b2 as in (**). Now 
let al, fi2 be the only maximal ideals of B containing respectively the prime ideals 
off -‘(ml), f -‘(m,). Since b, E f -‘(m,) c fil, b2E f -‘(m,) c tii2, we have that 1 = 
b, + b2 E fil + fi2. This implies that the maxinial ideals JR,, I& are different. Cl 
5.6. Let 9 be the basis for the closed interval [0, l] generated by the two endpoints 
and the closed subintervals whose endpoints are of the form i/2’, where i, j E Z+. 
We shall denote by x1, x2 the two endpoints of [0, 11, when considered as elements 
of 3. T&Q f 11 klkb .o. owing statement is a reformulation of the Urysohn’s lemma (see 
[g, 11.4.2-J): 
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Theorem. Let A be a normal lattice and let a1, a2 E A such that a, + a2 = 1. There 
exists a lattice morphism f: 9.l -+ A such that f(x,) = a,, f(x2) = a2. 
Note. The classical Uryshon’s lemma is obtained from the above theorem in the 
following way. Let X be a normal space and let a1, a2 be two disjoint closed subsets 
(a,+a2= 1 in A(X)). Take f: 93 
X L Spec A(X) * * 
+ A(X) as above. Then the composition 
map + Spec 9 s Spec, 93 = [O, l] transforms a1 9 a2 9nto 0,l 
respectively. 
Theorem 5.7 (J.A. Navarro). There exists an n-dimensional compact Hausdorff space 
K,, of weight w, such that any compact Hausdorff space of weight G w and dimension 
s n is homeomorphic to a subspace of K,,,,. 
Proof. Let A be a normal lattice. By the above theorem, for each pair a,, a2 in A 
such that aI+a2= 1 we may choose a morphism f: 98 + A such that f (xl) = a,, 
f ( x2) = a2 (note that x1 + x2 = 1). If card AS w, then the cardinality of the set of al? 
pairs al, a2E A with a1 +a2= 1 is SW. Hence, we may construct a morphism 
g : @,iSB + A with the property (**). 
Now, let {Ai} be the set of all normal lattices (up to isomorphisms) of cardinality 
< w and dimension G n. For each index i, we may choose a morphism g : @?),B + Aj 
with the property (**). The induced ~~~rphism @,%I ---, n Ai factors through a 
normal sublattice A,,,,, C_ n Ai of cardinality c w and dimension s n (by Factorization 
theorem 3.4 and Lemma 5.2). The natural projection A,, + Ai satisfies the property 
(**) because @,93 + Ai does. By Lemma 5.5, the map Spec, Ai 3 K,, = 
WC, A,, is injective (i.e., Spec, Ai is homeomorphic to a subspace of K,,). 
Now, let K be a compact Hausdorff space of weight d w and dimension Gn. By 
Lemma 4.3, K has a basis A (necessarily normal) such that card A d w and dim A s n. 
Moreover K is homeomq&ic to Spec, A (by Proposition 5.4(b)). Therefore K is 
homeomorphic to a subspace of K,,. Cl 
. ‘& existence of universal spaces for tke covering dimension is based on 
Mar&sic’s factorization theorem $ec [El). Even thougln we have not used it in the 
proof of Theorem 5.7, a factorization thcarcm for the Krull dimension may be 
proved: Any continuous map X --j Tbetween compact Hausdorflspacesfactors through 
a compact Hausdorflspace Z such that dim Z 6 dim X and weight 2’s weight T. 
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